Methodology
The data referenced in this report come from a study commissioned
by August Home and produced by research firm Edelman Intelligence.
The study was conducted as an online survey among a total of 751
U.S. consumers who classify as:
•

Short-term rental Hosts (property owners and have rented their
property on a short-term basis in the last year), or

•

Guests (have rented and stayed at a property they found on a
vacation/short-term rental site within the last 2 years).

The data set is demographically balanced to represent age, gender
and income.
Data was collected from May 24 – June 1, 2016.
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Short-term Rentals with Smart Technology,
Compelling Alternative to Hotels

Short term rental Hosts deliver superior service vs. hotels

22%

23%

78%

78% of Guests say Hosts provide a
superior rental experience to Hotels.
69% of Hosts agree

77%

77% of Guests say short-term rental owners
will do anything to provide the best experience
for their Guests.
71% of Hosts agree

Q4: Which is more true of short-term rental owners generally?
Q5: Which is more true of hotels generally? Hosts N=350

Guests N=351
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Guests are willing to pay more for the experience

6 out of 10 Guests Would Pay More
for a Vacation Rental with
with a Smart Home Feature

S18: What
S19: What
Q26: What
Q27: What

is the average
is the average
is the average
is the average

amount
amount
amount
amount

in dollars per night
in dollars per night
in dollars per night
in total dollars per

you are willing to pay for a vacation rental?
you are willing to pay for a rental property for business travel?
you are willing to pay for a vacation rental that includes each of the following features?
night you are willing to pay for a rental for business travel that includes each of the following features?
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Guests are more likely to complete their reservation

82% of Guests say they are more
likely to complete their
reservations when smart home
technology* is listed as available
*Includes smart TVs, smart home security systems, touchscreen appliances, app-controlled
smart locks, app-controlled streaming media/movies/music, video-enabled doorbell
cameras, app-controlled thermostats, internet-connected indoor/outdoor cameras, and
app-controlled smart lighting systems

Q28: I am more likely to pull the trigger and complete my rental reservation when I see the following features listed as available. Select all that apply
Guest N=351; N=141 for Parent Guests and MOE is ±8.25% compared to non-parent Guests (N=207)
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Hosts and Guests believe smart home technology will be part of all rentals
in the future

74%

Guests
Hosts
85%

Doorbell Cameras

77%

85%

Smart Locks
Percentage who feel that Smart Locks / Doorbell Cams will be present in rental properties in the
future.
Q22: How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about smart locks?

Hosts N=350, Guests N=351

Q23: How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about smart doorbell cameras?

Hosts N=350, Guests N=351
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Smart Technology Eases Worries,
Improves Security

Guests find the prospect of losing their rental key most worrisome
Worrisomeness of Situations When Renting a Property
Showing Top 2 Selections Among Hosts

75%

Losing the property keys
Damaging something in the rental

71%

Losing the spare copies of the property keys

70%
65%

Forgetting to lock the door to the property
Not knowing who the people I am renting from
really are
Never knowing if the host will show up at the
property without calling

64%
60%

People I travel with or my guests leaving the
rental completely destroyed

58%

Not being able to extend my stay if necessary/if
work requires it

57%

Q10: How worrisome are each of the following situations when [HOSTS: renting out your home/part of your home] [GUESTS: renting a home/room]?

3 in 4 Guests find the
thought of losing the
keys to a property they
are renting worrisome

Guests N=351
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A majority of Hosts find home entry and access issues worrisome
Worrisomeness of Situations When Renting Out a Property
Showing Top 2 Selections Among Hosts

67%

Having no control over who guests share the keys with

66%

Guests forgetting to lock the door to my property

65%

Not knowing who the people I am renting to really are

64%

Never knowing who comes in and out of my property

61%

Guests losing my property keys

61%

Guests refusing to leave at the end of the rental period
Guests accessing restricted/private areas (e.g. going through my personal
items)

Q10: How worrisome are each of the following situations when [HOSTS: renting out your home/part of your home] [GUESTS: renting a home/room]?

58%

Hosts N=350
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Potential home entry and access mishaps are a source of stress for Hosts
Stressfullness of Situations When Renting Out a Property
Showing Top 2 Selections Among Hosts

67%

Never knowing who comes in and out of my property

66%

Having no control over who guests invite into my property

65%

Having little information about who I am renting to

59%

Guests forgetting to lock the door to my property

59%

Guests losing the property keys

56%

Guests accessing restricted/private areas
Needing to be available for guests who want to arrive or depart
very early/late

53%
51%

Guests getting locked out

49%

Coordinating meeting guests in person when they check in
Ensuring all the lighting and heat/air-conditioning is turned off
when guests depart
Coordinating timing with cleaning crews or repairmen between
guest stays

Q9: How stressful would each of the following situations be when [HOSTS: renting out your home/part of your home] [GUESTS: renting a home/room]?

49%
46%

Host N=350
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Security of the property is the top benefit of smart lock technology
for Hosts
Top 3 Beneficial Aspects of Smart Lock Technology to Hosts
Showing % Selecting Among Hosts

45%

My rental properties are more secure
I have more control over who is entering and leaving my rental property

39%

Not having to worry about the guest losing a key

39%
34%

It eliminates the stress of keeping track of the keys

33%

Not having to coordinate retrieving the keys

32%

No more waiting around for guests to arrive

31%

Not having to pay for multiple copies of the keys
I can charge more for my rental spaces that have smart home technology
Providing access to cleaning crews or repairmen is easy to manage

Q36: As a host, the top 3 most beneficial aspects of smart lock technology

is… Host N=350

24%
23%
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Smart home technology reduces Hosts’ home entry and access worries
Things That Would Make Renting Out Property Less Stressful
Showing % Selecting Among Hosts

Full control over when guests can enter/exit my home

43%

Having complete control over who can access my home and for how long

43%
39%

The ability to remotely confirm guests have locked the door when they leave

37%

Not needing to be present when guests arrive/depart
Being able to see, speak to, and grant access to someone at the door, remotely

35%

Not having to resort to leaving keys where people besides my guests can find them

34%

Knowing when the guests leave that the lights are turned off

33%

Knowing when the guests leave that the thermostat has been adjusted

31%

Not needing to worry about guests getting locked out

31%

Not worrying about giving out extra copies of keys for cleaning/repair staff

31%

Not needing to be there to let in cleaning crews or repairmen

30%

Q11: Which of the following would make renting out your property less stressful?

Host N=350
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Appeal of Short-term Rentals for
Business Travelers is Growing

Short-term rentals are primarily used by vacationers; business travel is on
the rise
Purpose for Last Short-Term Rental
Showing % Selections Among Renters

75%

Those traveling for vacation report
the #1 reason they use short-term
rentals over hotels is because they
can feel more at home with all the
necessary amenities.
(39% vs. 22% among business travelers)
23%

Vacation

Business/Both Vacation and Business

S17: Thinking about the last time you rented a property using an online rental site, what was the main purpose?
N=672
S17: Thinking about the last time you rented a property using an online rental site, what was the main purpose?
N=672
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The comforts of home give short-term rentals the upper hand over hotels
for both vacation and business travelers
Reasons Guests Use Short-Term Rentals Over Hotels
Showing Top 5% Selecting Among Guests

Vacationers
43%

Business Guests

42%
33%

34%
31%

32%
28%

22%

21%

I can feel more at home with all I can save money by grocery It is usually a cheaper option than Get the local experience (less
the necessary amenities in the shopping and cooking at “home”
a hotel
touristy)
rental

Q6: What are your top reasons for using short-term rentals over hotels?
Q6: What are your top reasons for using short-term rentals over hotels?

30%

It is a more personalized
experience – I’m not just one of
hundreds of guests

Guest N=351
Business Guests N=156
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Smart Home Technology is Highly Desired

Hosts and Guests find smart home technology universally appealing
Perceived Appeal of Smart Home Technology to Guests
Showing Top 2 Selections Among Guests and Hosts

Total Appealing

Somewhat Appealing

96%

90%

35%
50%

Very Appealing
61%
40%

Hosts

Guests

Q24: Overall, how appealing is the idea of smart home technology (technology used to control different features of a home using a smartphone, i.e. locks, thermostats, etc.) in rental properties to you as a guest?
Q29: As a host, how appealing do you think smart home technology is to rental guests?
Hosts N=350, Guests N=351
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Hosts and Guests are interested in a variety of smart home tech
Perceived Appeal of Specific Smart Home Technology to Guests
Showing Smart Home Tech Top Selections Among Guests and Hosts

Hosts
94% 93%

Smart
Smart TV
TV

93% 91%

Smarthome
home
Smart
securitysystem
system
security

94%

93%
87%

Touchscreen
appliances

Guests

94%
86%

Appcontrolled
App-controlled
smart
Lock
smart lock

92%
86%

87%

App
controlled Video-enabled
App-controlled
Video-enabled
camera
streaming
media, doorbell
doorbell
camera
streaming
movies,
music
media,
movies,

91%

86%

App-controlled
thermostat

91%
85%

Internet-connected
indoor or outdoor
cameras

90%
82%

App-controlled
smart lighting
system

music
Q25: Specifically, how appealing are each of these types of home technology to have in the property you rent?
Q30: Specifically, how appealing do you think these types of smart home technology are to rental guests?
Hosts N=350, Guests N=351 (Participants evaluated technologies they were familiar with so individual response N sizes vary)
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Smart Locks and Doorbell Cameras Key to a Positive Stay

13%

14%

87%

86%

86% of guests say an app-

87% of guests say the same of

controlled smart lock would be
appealing in a property they
rented.

video-enabled doorbell
cameras.

Q25: Specifically, how appealing

are each of these types of home technology

to have in the property you rent?

Guests N=351
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Hosts and Guests view smart locks as convenient and safer than
a traditional key
Opinions on Smart Locks
Showing % Agree Among Guests and Hosts

90%

94%

92%

91%

90%

85%
80%

They are innovative

88%
76%

They
you
more
control TheyThey
are more
convenient
A home that has smart
Theygive
give
you
more
are more
over access to your home
than traditional locks
locks is more appealing to
control over access
convenient than
me

to your home

Hosts

85%
77%

Theyare
aresafer
safer than
than
They
traditional keys
keys
traditional

77%

Guests

They will be in all rentals in
the future

traditional locks

Q22: How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about smart locks? Hosts N=350, Guests N=351
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Hosts and Guests agree that doorbell cameras are innovative and provide
peace of mind
Opinions on Smart Doorbell Cameras
Showing % Agree Among Guests and Hosts

92%

92%

91%

90%

90%

90%

90%

89%

87%
76%

Theyare
areinnovative
innovative
They

Hosts

85%
74%

Guests

They provide convenience They
provide
peace
of mindThey give you more control A home that has a smart They will be in all rentals in
They
provide
peace
for home owners and their by of
allowing
me allowing
to see who over access to your home doorbell camera is more
the future
mind by
visitors and guests
is at the door from
appealing to me
me to see
who is at the
anywhere

door from anywhere

Q23: How much do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements about smart doorbell cameras?

Hosts N=350, Guests N=351
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Smart home technology allows Guests to enjoy a carefree, key-free stay
Things That Would Make Renting a Property Less Stressful
Showing % Selections Among Guests

59%

Knowing exactly what amenities are available at the rental

53%

Not needing to worry about getting locked out

50%

Being able to see the property live before my arrival
Not having to resort to leaving keys where people besides the
host and I can find them (i.e. under the doormat)

48%

Not having to coordinate with hosts when arriving and departing

48%

Easier system for checking in and out

46%

The ability to remotely confirm I have locked the door when I
leave the rental

45%

Not needing to worry about not having extra copies of keys for
people I am traveling with

7 in 10 Guests would
rather use a smart
lock than keep extra
keys around

38%

Q9: How stressful would each of the following situations be when [HOSTS: renting out your home/part of your home] [GUESTS: renting a home/room]?

Guest N=351
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Smart home technology means no more hiding keys under the doormat
Things That Would Make Renting Out a Property Less Stressful
Showing % Selections Among Hosts
Full control over when guests can enter/exit my home

43%

Having complete control over who can access my home and for how long

43%
39%

The ability to remotely confirm guests have locked the door when they leave

37%

Not needing to be present when guests arrive/depart
Being able to see, speak to, and grant access to someone at the door, remotely

35%

Not having to resort to leaving keys where people besides my guests can find them

34%

Knowing when the guests leave that the lights are turned off

33%

Knowing when the guests leave that the thermostat has been adjusted

31%

Not needing to worry about guests getting locked out

31%

Not worrying about giving out extra copies of keys for cleaning/repair staff

31%

Not needing to be there to let in cleaning crews or repairmen

30%

Q11: Which of the following would make renting out your property less stressful?
Host N=350; N=165 for Millennial Hosts and MOE is ±8.03% compared to Gen X Hosts (N=149)
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Smart locks and virtual keys are more appealing to Guests than the
traditional physical key exchange
In Your Next Renting Experience, Would you Rather:
Have extra spares of property
keys so I don’t have to worry
about losing keys

34%

66%

Have a smart lock with my rental
so I don’t have to worry about
losing keys

Coordinate returning the keys at
the end of the stay

33%

67%

Have a set date range in which
I am authorized to enter the
property using a smart lock

Keep track of a physical key to
enter a vacation property

31%

69%

Use a virtual key on my smart
phone to enter a vacation
property

Use a traditional physical key to
enter a vacation property that I
have to get directly from the host

30%

70%

Use a virtual key on my smart
phone to enter a vacation
property
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Guests say top benefits to smart lock technology are the ability to arrive
and depart whenever desired and not needing to keep track of keys
Most Beneficial Aspects of Smart Lock Technology to Guests
Showing % Selections Among Guests

26%
24%
22%

17%

11%

Arriving and departing on It eliminates the stress of Not having to worry about The convenience of not Not having to coordinate
my own schedule
keeping track of my keys
losing a key
having to meet the host in
giving the key back
person to get the key

Q35: As a guest, the most beneficial aspect of smart lock technology

is… Guest N=35
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Smarter Home Access™

